, on the edge of a 1-mm-diameter hydrogen gas-jet target with a maximum density of 10 20 cm -3 . The significance of this work lies in the use of a far-infrared 10.6 μm CO 2 laser driving pulse, as this made it possible for a green (532 nm) laser to probe the plasma in a regime above its critical-density surface (where the frequency of the laser light equals the resonant frequency of the plasma itself and radiation is therefore either absorbed or reflected). The green probe laser light has a much higher frequency than the far-infrared driving laser pulse and can therefore propagate in regions that are opaque to the infrared laser. In this way, the team were able to follow the evolution of the collisionless shock as it propagated through the material. Of particular interest was a 1 MeV proton beam present in the bunch that had an energy spread of 4%.
The researchers were able to show that the proton beam energy closely followed that expected from shock acceleration.
Although the laser intensity was rather low in this proof-of-concept experiment, the linear scaling of proton beam energy with laser intensity means that higher proton bunch energies should soon be expected. Debris is not an issue because the target material is pure hydrogen gas, making this scheme appealing for a wide range of applications, including as an injector for particle accelerators. The team's initial success in the hole-boring regime paves the way for future experiments that will explore the light sail regime when multi-petawatt lasers come on-line in the relatively near future 17 . for distortions caused by refractive-index fluctuations within and between microscopic tissue structures. These fluctuations limit the mean free path lengths of NIR photons to ~20-40 μm, such that multiple scattering dominates light propagation in tissue. Thus, high-resolution imaging methods that require coherent or 'ballistic' light, such as confocal microscopy and optical coherence tomography, are restricted to imaging depths of a few hundred micrometres and a few millimetres, respectively.
Over the past twenty years, significant attention has been devoted to developing methods that can overcome multiple light scattering when imaging deep inside tissue. A common approach is to model the propagation of the photons and then adjust the spatially varying optical properties of the tissue until the model's predictions agree with experimental measurements. This approach bore the field of diffuse optical tomography, which derives its name from the observation that light propagation in a tissue resembles a random walk and can be mathematically described using a diffusion equation 5, 6 . Implementations of diffuse optical tomography have so far included the measurement of either the detected light intensity, the phase of photon density waves produced by an intensity-modulated laser or the time-of-flight of photons from a pulsed source, as well as the removal of longer-path-length photons by time-domain or spatial-frequency gating techniques (for a review see ref. 7) . However, the high degree of scattering for such techniques results in either an ill-posed image reconstruction problem -not enough information to reconstruct a unique solution -or data with a low signal-to-noise ratio, making highresolution images difficult to produce.
The strategy of Wang and co-workers builds on previous hybrid imaging techniques that integrate optics with ultrasound 1 . These methods attempt to combine molecular sensitivity to light with the high spatial resolution of ultrasound. Such hybrid techniques fall into two main categories: those that use light to generate sound and those that tag light with focused sound waves. Photo-acoustic tomography and microscopy belong to the first category 8 , relying on pulses of light to cause a small but rapid expansion of the light-absorbing structures in tissue. Ultrasonic transducers detect the resulting pressure wave, and the propagation times and intensities of the iMaging
Focusing light in scattering media
Combining ultrasonic modulation and optical phase conjugation allows light to be tightly focused in a scattering medium, providing benefits for studies of photophysical, photochemical and photobiological processes. The work of Wang and co-workers is closely related to ultrasound-modulated optical tomography, which belongs to the second category of such ultrasound-optical hybrid techniques 9 . In this scheme, the sample is illuminated with coherent light and scanned using a focused ultrasonic wave. By compressing and rarefying the tissue, the ultrasonic wave modulates the displacement of tissue scatterers and the index of refraction, resulting in an intensity modulation in the detected speckles produced by light passing through the ultrasound focus. Measurements of light intensity at the frequency of the ultrasonic wave are sensitive to the optical properties of the sample in the ultrasound focus. For example, high optical absorption at the ultrasound focus will cause a decrease in the modulated signal. The key point is that the spatial resolution is determined by the focused ultrasound beam and is not limited by the diffuse light field. However, this technique has proved to be challenging because the amount of ultrasoundmodulated light is small compared with the diffuse background.
To overcome this limitation, Wang and colleagues combine the concept of ultrasonically tagging photons with optical phase conjugation, allowing them to focus light and ultrasound in the same location with a resolution of 0.63 mm (ref. 1). This major advance builds on the work of Yaqoob et al., who were able to refocus a beam of light that had passed through a 0.69 mm slice of chicken breast 10 . In that experiment, the light transmitted through the chicken breast was combined with a reference beam to record a hologram in an LiNbO 3 photorefractive crystal. A second beam was then used to read the hologram and produce the phase-conjugate wave, which retraced the original path through the chicken breast.
The work of Wang and co-workers is significant because the use of ultrasound allows the light to be focused inside the tissue, rather than at the surface, as was done by Yacoob et al. In their experiment, two acousto-optic modulators shift the frequency of the NIR beam before it reaches the specimen. The specimen was a 10-mm-thick scattering slab containing two absorbing objects dyed with black ink, one measuring 1.3 mm × 4.5 mm × 1 mm and the other 1.7 mm × 4.5 mm × 0.6 mm.
The frequency change of the NIR beam is equal to that of the ultrasonic beam focused inside the sample. The movement of scatterers at the ultrasonic focus causes some of the light to be Doppler-shifted back to the original frequency. When the transmitted light arrives at the photorefractive crystal, light at the original frequency combines with the reference beam to form a hologram (Fig. 1) . Because this light comes from the ultrasonic focus, when the hologram is subsequently read, the phase-conjugate wave retraces its path back to the focal region. By changing the position of the ultrasound focus, Wang and co-workers dynamically localize light at different locations in the optically scattering media. Analogous to ultrasound-modulated optical tomography, when light from the phase-conjugate wave exits the sample, it gives information about the optical properties at the ultrasound focus. Specifically, a decrease in the measured light intensity indicates an increase in optical absorption from that volume element.
The authors suggest many applications for which this technique may be beneficial. For example, it could be used to extend the depth of interrogation possible in fluorescence microscopy, or to help photoacoustic microscopy by allowing the light source to be concentrated at the focal point of the ultrasonic detector. The ability to focus light in tissue could also be a tremendous advantage in therapeutic technologies such as photodynamic therapy, where getting sufficient light to the treatment volume can be difficult.
However, significant hurdles and questions remain. The time-reversal of light through turbid media is dependent on the scatterers being static. The authors have not yet demonstrated in vivo imaging, which requires tolerance to sample movement (although optical phase conjugation has recently been demonstrated in the ear of a living rabbit 11 ), including motion due to physiological processes such as heartbeat, breathing and blood flow. In addition, many biological tissues are far more absorbing than the sample used by Wang and co-workers. Unlike elastic scattering, light absorption is not time-reversible. Thus, the presence of highly absorbing structures such as blood vessels could significantly shield other structures from view. It also remains to be seen whether this technique will work in thick tissues. Typical tissues imaged with diffuse optics, such as human breast, are both thicker (several centimetres) and exhibit more scattering than the sample used by Wang and co-workers. At the other extreme, the resolution of confocal fluorescence microscopy is usually around 0.5-1 μm -several orders of magnitude better than the authors' preliminary demonstration. Furthermore, to be useful for treatments such as photodynamic therapy, the authors will need to demonstrate significant gain when reading the hologram such that the treatment light is more intense than the light being used to determine the focus. Nevertheless, if these technical challenges can be addressed, this intriguing and clever approach could potentially provide a single scalable platform for three-dimensional, high-resolution functional imaging with broad applications in biology and medicine. ❐ 
